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Peace Babes. How y'all be? I'm feelin hella good. I've eliminated my external social groups almost entirely. Which
allows me to heal myself and my internal family issues. It also helps me get used to speakin my truth. I'll be social
again, one day soon. Right now, I'm bathing myself with unconditional love. Everything I'm learning from my family

now will serve me well, in the long term. 
 

I test the waters of communication with my family. Mostly everyone is uber sensitive, but so am I. So we match. I
spend a lot of time alone. I'm so focused on balancing my own soul, I don't monitor others. Which allows me to

easily manifest the peace I crave. 
 

My people are used to me being far more hands on with them & distant from myself. I no longer ague about how I've
changed. I simply stay in my own World. High af, pondering my own thoughts to make em all feel good to me. All
outside interferences must feel good or they are dismissed. Which is effecting my living experience. Speaking this
truth to my Mom and Grandma allow me to feel strong enough to express it to anyone else.  When I meditate and

eat consciously, I be on a whole other level. Which I think is dope. Many closest too me seem to see it as a problem. 
 

I am very observant. I believe in karma. Which is only cause and effect. I've always wanted to know why the melanin
rich population is so sickly, mean & mentally limited. I study the history of my questions & learn something new

everyday. I've always assumed the World is as ignorant as I'm growing from being. So I've always openly shared
new info. This used to piss many people off & I just didn't get it. I was just treating people how I wanted to be

treated. I had to learn to respect other people's boundaries, just as I want them to respect mine. Not everyone wants
to heal. It was not right for me to assume everyone does. I apologize, now I move on. With no negative self talk.  

 
Some people know the history, comprehend the science but are addicted to the life. Those are the people that have
pissed me off the most in the past. We are all supposed to be heren working together in love. I personally, was not

doin that. I took out the energy from my own disapointments. Cussin other people out allowed me to continue
avoiding and ignoring myself. My sun, moon & rising placements make me 100% masculine energetically. I'll bet

maaad men can relate to this particular reality. 



 
I came to this Earth a very well informed, independent being. My information is based on Universal Law. Man made the World
in man made law. Those closest to me always assumed I knew but was playing dumb. I really am clueless when it comes to
man made etiquette, yet I am so naturally intelligent. I was potty trained before 1. I taught my siblings to read when I was in 2-
3rd grade. I am every bit of an alpha female with heavy Lilith and Chiron presence. In a very fluffy, beautiful, balanced Libra
way. Lilith is a placement in the natal chart. She represents the beauty in darkness. Chiron is the wounded healer. Both of
these placements remind me of the vast differences in my personal Gemini character. As well as my inner battle with
balancing the scales constantly.  
 
Men, you came to the Earth to be something incredibly incredible. No one else can learn what that is until you personally
accept & embrace it first. Teach people how to treat you is real talk, from the Baby Boomers. Each of us are walking
constellations. The epitome of a miracle. Let's behave accordingly. Men, your the guide. Enjoy this Abraham Hicks video. The
things mentioned in this video remind me of things my Grannies have told me. Perhaps you'll hear your anscetors, like I heard
mine. 
https://youtu.be/kWWrGXwmsl8 
 
Ready to really take ownership of your life. Allow your food to teach you. Click here to join our Conscious Eating Group �. 
https://www.hellomynameisangela.com/shop 
 
 


